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This has been a very challenging time for all, and we are so happy to finally reopen.

 We are honored and excited to welcome you back.  Just a little over two months ago,

we were told to close our business, and go home until we were given authority to

reopen.  During those two-months, I tried to make sense of this unprecedented

situation as it unfolded day-after-day. I was also trying to determine how we would

reopen, if we would reopen, and how to ensure that our staff, and each of you, could

return to the safest experience possible.  

 

This is more than just a business.   I see all of you as family and could not imagine

doing anything less than my best to keep you and your loved ones safe.

Unfortunately, safety protocols are a highly debated topic, and regardless of what I

chose to do, I knew some may find them unnecessary, but felt that erroring on the

side of caution was the best course of action. I decided in our First Phase, to

implement both the mandatory and recommended procedures, set forth by state and

local regulating agencies. I believe this gives us the best chance to keep you safe, to

remain open, and avoid penalties.   I participate in daily update briefings and will

ease certain protocols as the situation improves and regulating agencies allow. We

anticipate our Phase Two implementation will be sometime in the near future.

 

I would also like to share that our staff participated in extensive hours of skill

training and educational classes, as well as obtaining their BARBICIDE® COVID-19

Certification.  We are now a BARBICIDE® Certified Safe Service Establishment. 

During your visit, you will notice that we have restructured our facility to allow for

safe social distancing.  We want you feel welcome and have confidence that your visit

with us will be handled with the greatest care and safety measures possible.   Please

remember this is only temporary.   Please visit our website for all of our Covid-19

updates.  

 

Thank you for your patience and understanding.

 

Sincerely,
 
Debbie Sellers - Salon Uruku Owner

To our loved Salon Uruku guests,

U R U K U
s a l o n  s p a

https://www.salonuruku.com/covid-19

